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S U NI ARY

We developed several novel representational and processing techniques for use in connectionist

systems designed for high-level Al-like applications such as commonsense reasoning and natural

language understanding.

The techniques were used, for instance, in a connectionist system (Conposit/SYLL) that

implements Johnson- Laird's mental-nodel theory of human syllogistic reasoning. This theory was

chosen as a case study for verifying the power of the techniques, because it was developed indepen-

dently of the project, contains complex symbolic structures of various types, and requires complex

s.quences of operations. The resulting connectiouist system is probably the most advanced, com-

plex, and complete connectionist rule-based system in existence. It has a more complete scheme

for binding rule-variables and for role binding than any other connectionist system.

The representational techniques developed in the project were Relative-Position Encoding

(RPE) and Pattern-Situilarity Association (PSA). RPE allows structure to be encoded by the

relative positioning of connectionist activation patterns within a subnetwork. PSA allows structure

to be encoded by having different substrulctures include similar activation subpatterns. These

techniques are similar to data. structuring techniques used in computer memory - in particular,

PSA is similar to associative addressing -- but they had not previously been used in any non-trivial

way in connectionism.

The most distinctive processing technique developed in the project was the Temporal-

Winner-Take-All (TWTA) method for selection in connectionist networks. This is more convenient

and efficient for some purposes than conventionad WTA methods. It works on the basis of signal-

timing differences, as opposed to the activatiot-level differences used in conventionri WTA.

There were three other significant accoinplishtnents in the project. Firs., we designed and

started the implementation of a system (ABR-Cunposit) that performs case/analogy-based reason-

ing using the above techniques and others. This system preserves the complex structure processing

power of symbolic systems while also attaining advantages normal) associated with connection-

ism, such as graceful degradation. ABR-Conposit includes a type of reduced representation to aid

in structure matching an long-term memory retrieval.

Secondly, we have commenced a unique it udy into the ways in which a connectionist system

might represent and reason about the b.liefs atid ,tlier mental states of agents with which it is



interacting. Belief representation/reasoniig is a crucial topic within the study of commonsense

reasoning and natural language understanding. We have looked in particular at the difficulties in

doing belief representation/reasoning in coiiaectionist systems that perform holistic processing of

learned reduced representations.

Thirdly, we have identified the problems raised by oariables within working memory items
(as opposed to variables ii processing rules, which are the usual sort of variables commented on in

connectionisn). We have shown how logical conbinators could be used to overcome the problems

to a large extent.

The major tasks set out in the Statenett of Work in the grant proposal were accomplished,

except that:

(a) the work on interpreted rules was replaced by the more general and powerful notion of

analogy/case-based reasoning;

(b) the work on spatial reasoning was set aside in favor of the work on analogy/case-based reasoning

and on belief representation and reasoning.



EXPLANATIONS 01 MAJOIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Most of the accomplishments of the project have been reported in refereed journal articles, book

chapters. refereed conference papers. technical reports, and a Ph.D. thesis. The following is there-

fore confined to giving brief explanations and poiaters to the relevant articles. The articles are

listed in later sections.

Relative-Position Encoding and Pattern-Similarity Association

These techLiques are for realizing complex data structures, which might for instance be akin to

semantic network fragments, in working memories in connectionist networks, in such a way as to

support dynamic inferencing (i.e., the types of inferencing needed in commonsense reasoning and

natural language understanding). Rela tiue-Position Encoding (RPE) achieves dynamic associations

between data structure components in working iinemory by putting the connectionist activation

patterns encoding those components in, suitable relative positions. The particular form of RPE we

have studied ntost uses an array-siructured conniectionist subnetwork as the working memory of

our Couposit system. The data sructur, conponents take the form of activation patterns that

(an appear anywhere in the array.

Degenerate, simplistic forms of RPE have appearedi mu many connectionist systems, no-

tably in vision systems and system that have input or output layers divided into separate buffers.

However. the full power of the technique had not previously been exploited. The power results

from the convenience of being able to mutuallv structure data items by merely positioning them

in dynamically chosen places, rather than by the more usual connectionist means of putting them

in pre-assigned places or facilitating connection pathways (by changing weights or setting binding

node activations). RPE is a generalization of the basic computer data structuring technique of

placing related data fields in contiguous positions in main memory.

'he only other connectionist research we are aware of that uses anything like a non-trivial

form of [LPE is the work on natural language parsing by Charniak and Santos and work on a

connectionist Lisp-like system by Goebel.

Pattern-.iinilarity Association (IPSA) achieves dynamic associations between data structure

components in working memory by including in the components activation sub-patterns that act

as associative keys. The keys are dyLnamically chosen or created. and have no pre-defined meaning.



Two coutponents that contain the same key or sufficiently similar keys are deemed to be associated

with each other. This technique is a direct extrapolation from associative addressing in computers.

Associative addressing is at least as powerful as the pointer method for data structuring,

and is a much more natural candidate for transfer into connectionism than pointers are. It is

somewhat remarkable, therefore, that previous connectionist research has not adopted the idea.

The only other connectionists research we know of that uses a form of PSA is the work of Shastri

and Ajjanagadde on role binding by means of time-phase sharing. The time phases can be viewed

-s associative keys.

The tYpe of PSA we have focused on is used in the array-structured working memories

mentioned above, in a tight coiniation with t rPE.

Both techniques are presented/discussed in Barnden (1988a, 1989a, 1991), Barnden and

Srinivais (1991, 1992a) and elsewhere. In particular, Baruden and Srinivas (1991), article in the

journal Counnectiurt Science, extensively discusses the relationships of the techniques to other con-

nectionist information-structuring methods, anud also to methods used in computers. The rich

inter-relationslips of these other counectionist and compater methods are also clarified.

Temporal-Winner-Take-All

Winner-Take-All (WTA) networks frequently appear in neural network models. They are pri-

marily used for decision making and selection. As an alternative to the conventional activation

based Winner-Take-All mechanisms (AWTA), we present a time-based Temporal-Winner-Take-All

(TWTA) mechanism with 0(n) space complexity and roughly O(log,,) time complexity. The mech-

auism exploits systematic and stochastic differences between time delays within different units and

connections. The TWTA and the AWTA networks are shown to be logically equivalent, but the

r'V.\ mechanism is inure suitable titan the latter for various selection tasks. especially the selec-

tion of an arbitrary unit from a set (e.g. as in unit recruitment). TWTA avoids various problems

with couventional W'LA, notably the difficulty of making it converge rapidly over a large range

of conditions. We have performed a probabilistic analysis of the TWTA mechanism and obtained

experimental data from numerous massively simulations of the TWTA mechanism on a Connection

Machine.

TWTA is used for various selection purposes in the Conposit system.
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The method is presented and discussed in Baraden (1991), Barnden and Srinivas (in press),

Baruden, Srinivas. & Dharinavaratha (1990), Sriiiivas & Barnden (1990), and Srinivas's Ph.D.

dissertation.

Rule-Based Reasoning System (Conposit)

Conposit is a structured (but not classically localist) connectionist rule-based system. Its rules

operate on an array-structured working memory of the sort mentioned above, using the i-.elative-

Position Encoding and Pattern-Similarity Association data structuring techniques. The action part

of each rule is implemented as a flowchart-like connectionist subnetwork that changes the contents

of working memory by sending streams of sigaids to it. The action part is triggered by the output

of a subnetwork that can detect the presence of specific data structure fragments in the working

memory. This detection module is highly parallel and efficient. Temporal-Winner-Take-All is used

in Conposit for rule selection, random decisions to exit from loops within action parts, selection of

data structure fragments to work on within the working memory, and recruitment of free space in

working memory for new data structure fragments.

The main version of the Conposit system is Conposit/SYLL, which implements syllogistic

reasoiung through Johnson-Laird mental models. though with major modifications to the way

they are processed. There was no immediate intention to extend the Johnson-Laird approach as a

psychological theory. Rather, the exercise was undertaken in order to test the power of the RPE,

PSA and TWTA techniques.

The application of these techniques to mental-model manipulation raises some broad issues.

One is the usefuliess of marker-passing over dynamically-arising, virtual networks arising in the

activation state of working memory at a high level of description, rather than over static networks

at the basic architectural level of the system. Another is the way in which the particular nature of

the techniques affects what it is naturad to do at the symbolic level of description. In particular,

the techniques predispose the system towards random as opposed to pre-ordered sequencing of

subtasks, and towards associative linking as opposed to use of explicit linking constructs.

Conposit is elaborate, and is geared towards procedurely more elaborate reasoning tasks

than those tackled by other connectionist reasoiing systems. It is described and discussed primarily

in Barnden (L989a, 1990. 1991). See also Barniden and Srihivas (1991).



Connectionist Analogy/Case- Bused Reasoning

This work addressed tle question of how we are to gain both the standard advantages of connec-

tionisni and those of symbolic systems, without adopting hybrid symbolic/connectionist systems.

Fully connectionist systems that support analogy-based reasoning are proposed as an answer, at

least in the relni of high-level cognitive processing. This domain includes commonsense reason-

ing and tile semnltic/pragmatic aspects of natural language processing. The proposed type of

system, purely by being analogy-based, gains forms of graceful degradation, representation com-

pletioi., similarity-based generalization. learning, rule-emergence and exception-emergence. The

system therefore gains advantages commonly associated with connectionism, although the precise

forms of the benefits are different. At the same time, through being fully connectionist, the system

also gains the traditional connectionist variants of those advantages, as well as gaining further

advantages not provided by analogy-based reasoning per se. And, because the system is in part

an implementation of a form of symbolic processing, it preserves the flexible handling of complex,

temporary structures that are well supported in traditional artificial intelligence and which are

essential I'mr high-level cognitive processing. The work is in part a reaction against the excessive

polarizuLioa of the connectiouisr/symbolicisn debate. This polarization is seen as resulting from

over-simpliled. monolithic views both of what symbolic processing encompasses and of the nature

of the benefits that connectionisin provides.

The system is a new version of Conposit, called ABR-Conposit. It has been partially

implemented. A preliminary design is reported inl Baruden and Srinivas (1992a). See also Barnden

(forthcoming, a, b).

ABR-Conposit replaces the arbitrary "associative keys" used for PSA in the older Conposit

versions by associative keys that are dynamically computed from their local contexts in the working

memory. These keys are a form of (non-learned) reduced representation.

Belief Representation/Reasoning

The systematicity and structure-sensitivity of high-level cognition, notably commonsense reasoning

and natural language understanding, are widely recognized to present a challenge to connectionism.

However, au a-spect of systematicity and structu'e-seiisitivity has not been adequately addressed

by either side of the symbolicist/connectionist debate. A system must have a way of embedding

reasoning within various types of context. For instance, a system must be able to reason within the



Contedxt of unolhcr atnft 's behcefs. Th'lis reqliireuieii present p~articular challenges to connectionist

svsteins that work by learned holiStic- proce.,iuig of cipi ssed encodings (reduced representa-

tions-). Such systems have beent show& to have consiiderable promise for providing systemnaticity

and structure-sensitivity while avoidinig a straightforward implementation of traditional symbol

manipulation. hlowever, there are reasons to think th:,t such systems will have great difficulty do-

ing belief representation/reasoning holistically, that is without breaking structures down into parts

as is dlone in symbolic systems. A preliminary imiulation study by Balogh, one of the students

supported by the grant, has provided prelimninary verification of this contention, but the necessary

experimental programn is large and[ wiUl be very time-consuming.

The topic of belief representation/rd2asoning has barely been touched on in other connec-

tiouist work. It is to be carefully distinguished frorn quasi-connectionist work that has been done

mi~sleadingly undler the heading of' -beief." in which whiat is all issue is merely the "belief" set of

the system itself.

Our work on connectionism and beliefs is reported in Barnden (1992a, b- c, d).

Avoiding Variables by means of Logical Combinators

The ConneCtiOttist problem of achieving the quantificational effect of symbolic variables is well

recognized. foerone rltvyneglected issue is that of -triables in working memory repre-

sent ations (arising. for instance, from natural language inputs), as opposed to variables in rules.

Working memory variables present difficulties, centering on the arbitrariness of the set of variables

used in any given expression, and on iioniiuiforinitv in expressions and manipulations. However,

the variables cant in principle be avoided, for instance by using logical combinators. These are

special functions inuch studied within the symbol processing arena. The use of combinators makes

structures less arbitrary and niorc uniformn. The reduced arbitrariness ameliorates an important

system aticity problem, and the added uniformuity could facilitate high-level parallelism. We do not

claim ihat the comnbinator approach is (letinitejV the right one to adopt, because of some problems.

Nevertheless. coinbinators needl to be borne in inind, and the synibolic/connectionist debate has

been, over-slimplified in ignoring themi. We have investigated several ways in which combinator-

based working inemory items could be implemented in connectionism, with special attentioa to

red uced- representation imiplementations. (Also, combinators could easily be implemented in Con-

posit.)

9



Thii work ha~s so far becu largely theoretical. and is discussed briefly in Barnden and

Sriaivas ( 1990) ai.d extensively i lartdeii and Sriuivas ( 1992b).
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Barnden, J.A. (in press). Symbols, sub and non. Invited review for Neural Network Review, 4 (3

& 4), Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbauin. (10 pages).

Baradvii. J.A. (iin press). Invited review of G. Hinton (ed.), C'onnectionist Symbol Processing,

Camibridge. MIA: IT' press. To appear in Neural Networks, July 1992.
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PRESENTATIONS

National/ International

-Encodiiig Complex Symbolic Data Structures with Some Unusual Connectionist Techniques."

Oral preseltation at Workshup on High-Level Connectionist Models, NMSU, April 1988.

(I was co-organizer of the workshop, which was attended by prominent researchers from

across the country.)

"The Right of Free Association: Relative-Position Encoding for Connectionist Data Structures."

Poster paper at 10th A nntnl Conferenct of the Cognitive Science Society, Montreal, August

1988.

"Coin mousense Reasoning in Conposit, a Quasi- Connectionist Register-Array Model."

Oral presentation at 1st. Annual Mec tiny of the International Neural Network Society,

Boston, September 1988.

"Si1ntLia ions of Conposit. a Supra-Connectioist. Architecture for Commonsense Reasoning."

Poster paper at Second Symposiin on the Froutiers of Massively Parallel Computation,

lairfLx, VA, October 1988.

Invited D)iscussiumi of a paper on -Luic and Conuectionism" by Bechtel.

Oral presentation at Annual .lfeeting of the Society for Philosophy and Psychology, Tucson,

April 1989.

"Temporal-Vinner-Take-All Networks for Arbitrary Selection in Connectionist and Neural Net-

works."

Poster presentation at 1st International Joint Conference on Neural Networks, Washington,

D.C., June 1989.

"Neural-Net hnplementation of Complex Symbol-Processing in a Mental Model Approach to Syl-

logistic Reasoning."

Oral presetntation at 11 th International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Detroit,

Auglst 1989.

-Handling of Noise, Irrelevance and Inferential Conflict in a Connectionistically Implemented Case-

Based Reasoning System.
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Oral presentatiout at 1o+;rkiup ,on Symbolic Problen Soluing in Noisy, Novel and Uncer-

ail :,:iroliment." 11th lntertLatio(al Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Detroit,

August 189.

Presentation of discussion points while acting as moderator of a session at Workshop on Con-

nectionist Artificial Intelligence at the 11th International Joint Conference on Artificial

Intelligence, Detroit, August 1989.

(Note: Bartden was one of only 25 researchers invited to participate in this workshop.)

"Dissolving Variables in Connectionist Conibinatory Logic."

Poster paper at Internattionl Joint Coference on Neural Networks, San Diego, June 1990.

"A Case-Based Reasoning Approach to the Symbols vs. Connectionism Debate."

Invited oral presentation at Computer Science Department, University of Exeter, U.K.,

August 1990.

"A Case-Based Reasoning Approach to the Symbols vs. Connectionism Debate."

Invited orad presentation at 4th Annual Workshop of the Metroplex Institute for Neural

DJnatmics. Dallas, October 19903. (Workshop title: Neural Networks for Knowledge Repre-

sentation and Inference.)

-Connectionism and Propositioual Attitudes."

Invited oral presentation at Post-Nleeting Workshop on Connectionism and Natural Lan-

guage Processing, 4th knnual Conference o n Neural Information Processing Systems, Key-

stone, Colorado, November/December 1990.

"Connectioism and Propositional Attitudes: Problems and Opportunities."

Oral presentation at Symposium on Connectionist Natural Language Processing, AAAJ

Spring Symposium Series, Stanford University, March 1991.

-Secrecy, Separation, Singleness: The Modules of Modularity."

Luvited orad presentation at Post-Conference Workshop on Modularity in Connectionist

,AIoatls of Cognition. 5th Annual Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems,

Vail, Colorado, December 1991.

"Beliefs, Connectiouism, Meta-Representation. Vagueness: Stirring the Pot."

Oral presentatiou at Sympusium on Propositional Knowledge Representation, AAAI Spring

Symposium Series. Stanford University. March 1992.
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--Belief representLaiiou and COIIlaectiowin.-

Oral presentationl at .4;1.41-9," WIorkslwp on Integrytting Neural and Symbolic Processes-

Tht CugnitiL'c Dimension. Simu Jos~e. CA, July 1992.

Regional/Local

'Sinu~cinsof a cognitive model on the Massively Parallel Processor."

Oral pre~senltationm in Comiputer Science Department colloquium series, NMSU, September

1987.

"High-fLev'el Rvasonting in a Quasi-Connzectionist Register-Array Model."

Oral p resen tat ion at .3r'd Ncuw Mericu Computer Science Conference, UN M, Albuquerque,

April 1988.

--The Right, of' Free Association: EnIcodin~g Techniques for Connectionist Data Structures."

Oral presentationI In ACM Colloquium Series, Computer Science Department, NMSU, De-

oeli ber 9,S,15

"F'roiu [Ii- Level C__ognition to Neu ral Net works".

h: vited oral lpresentation at the session oni Neural Computinig Networks at Regional Meeting

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Las Cruces, April 1989.

"Tem poral- Win ner- Take- All Networks for Arbitrary Selection in Connectionist and Neural Net-

works."

Oral presentation at 4th New Ifexico Computer Conference, NMIMT, Socorro, April 89.

*"Conposit . a Neural Network System for Synibolic Processing."

Invited oral presentation at, wleeting of the Rio Grande Chapter of the Association for

Computing Machinery. U:N.N. klbuiquer~ ue. September 1989.

Hligh- Level Cognitive Processing in Counect ionist/ Neural Networks."

In~vited oral p~resentation to Statistics Group, Mathematics Department, NMSU, April 1990.

-Connections by Analogy to Symbols."

Colloquiim. Computer Science Department. New Mexico State University, November 1991.
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Presentations by Co-Authors

The flllowing presentations were giv-et by graInt-sLlpported students who co-authored the papers

with Lue.

'-Cross- FertiliZiLtoII between Cuntiectionist Networks and Highly Parallel Architectures."

Oral lpresentationl by K. Srinivas at -5th LASTED International Conference on Expert Sys-

tents und Netural Nettvork-,s, Honoill. August 1989. (lASTED =International Association

of Sciejtce and Technology for Development.)

"'Winiicr-Take-All Networks: Time-Based versus Acti vation- Based Mechanisms for Various Selec-

tion Goals.-

Oral presentation by K. Srinivas at IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and Sys-

tents, New Orleans, -May 1990.

"Comnpetition and Selection in Neuiral Networks with Distributed Representations."

Oral presentation by K. Srinivas at IRocky MVountain Conference on Artificial Intelligence,

NMNSU, Ju1ne 1990.

"Applihcatio1S of C01nnectioniSi to Aniogical Reasoning."

Oral pr'serntation by r,('. Eskridge at c/rd Mfidwest Artificial Intelligence and C'ognitive

SciU-ce Conference. Southecrn Ilinois Uttiversity at Carbondale, April 1991.
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P~ERSON NEL

Barnden. J.A.. As.sociate PI-Ojesor. Computer Science Department & Computing Research Labo-

ratorv, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NMv.

Srinivas, K., Ph.D. Student, Computer Science Department, New Mexico State University.

Obtained Ph.D. in 1991. Dissertation entitled Selection in massively parallel corznectionist

net wOrks.

Balogh. I., Ph.D . Student. Cumputer Science Departinent, New Mexico State University.

Ph.D. expected in 1992/3 academic year. His dissertation will investigate the possibilities

of using hotistic processing of reduced re.presentations, and will have as a major component

study of belief representation/reasoning (see above).

Eskridge. T.C.. Ph.D. Student, Computer Scienice Department. New Mexico State University.

Ph.D. expected in 1993/4. His dissertation. will investigate connectionist analogy-based

reasoliing (see above).

Pfeiffer, 11.D., Ph.D. Student, Computer Science Department, New Mexico State University.

Ph.D. expected in 199.3/4. Her dissertation is also planned to be on connectionist analogy-

based reasoning (see above).

Dharmavarar ha. D. M.i.S. Student. Computer Science Department, New Mexico State University.

.\f.S. obtained in 1993/4. I[er -\-faster's thesis was on a simulation of the Temporal-Winner-

Trake-All inethod (see above).
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